Flash fiction of the contemporary Siberian writer M.A. Tarkovsky is considered by critics and literary
its thousand years of history falls into oblivion these days <...>, age-old foundations are being destroyed, the centuries-old ground on which our whole national culture was built is disappearing" (Abramov, 1993: 10-11) . The decline of rural life also troubled V.I. Belov, who believed in the saving mission of peasantry: "<...> Peasantry is salvation of the nation and the state, the language, traditions and the culture of every nation" (Belov, 1993: 15) .
V.G. Rasputin as well suffered from the unbearable pain caused by the destruction of the Christian foundations: "<...> the peasant became landless -the land was left without a masterthe society became homeless" (Rasputin 1991: -1156 - however, memory recovery and respect for national traditions were the urgent needs. This idea became fundamental in the later texts by the writer ("Izba" and "To the Same Land"), where the author refers to the mythological images of the trickster and bogatyr maidens (Kovtun, 2014: 7-14) , thus affirming the program of spiritual revival of the nation (Kovtun, 2013: 78) .
The 1970s became the period of "sobering" and farewell for the "village prose". The leading texts by V.G. Rasputin ("The Last Term" and "Farewell to Matyora") and V.P. Astafiev ("The Last Tribute") became a symbol of the outgoing Russian village. The motif of loss became crosscutting in F.A. Abramov's latest novel tetralogy "Brothers and Sisters" -"House" (1978) (Kovtun 2010: 93-102) . So, the main foundations -faith, home, and language are destroyed, spiritual connection between parents and children, brothers and sisters are lost, death of the peasant space, symbolizing the people's Rus is confirmed. Not the righteous (or the "keepers of antiquities") become the main characters of the narration, but the fringe, "arsonists", "rogues" and tricksters.
Russian literature of the 1980s -1990s is characterized by eschatological poetics.
The key works of that period ("The Fire" by V.G. Rasputin, "Sad Detective" and "Lyudochka" by V.P. Astafiev, "Everything is Ahead" by V.I. Belov and "Good-Bye Russia, Meet You in Paradise" by V.N. Krupin) symbolize a cry of despair, the loss of hope for enlightenment and revival of the peasant Russia. The final story by V.G. Rasputin "Ivan's Daughter, Ivan's Mother" (2003) manifests the breakdown of the nation that is forced to defend the right to exist -there is a call to resistance and self-identity (Kovtun, 2013: 78) . A marginal character appears in the new literary space -a lost, forgotten character -he is looking for the true meaning of his own existence on the periphery of history. V.M. Shukshin was the first who spoke about destruction of "the ordinary man's" integrity. In the mature poetics of the writer the protagonist is at a crossroads, "he already knows how he does not want to live, but he does not know how to live" (Leiderman, 2003: 85) . Not only Rasputin's old women, but also the characters of V.M Shukshin, V.P. Astafiev and A.I. Razuvalova (Razuvalova, 2015) also mention this in their works.
Statement of the Problem
In modern studies there is a conditional division of writers, whose works in different ways reflect the problems of village, into several groups.
Firstly, we are talking about the authors who worries about her son, who fell into a "drunken stupor", she is sad for her scampish daughter Galka, "girl lost herself into drinking and sluttish" (Rusakov, 2004) . But most of all her heart is bleeding for her grandson Kolka, who is "powerfully and permanently inculcated" from the ill-fated vodka from his childhood. We can see how the image of the martyr (passion-bearer), who humbly accepts all the hardships of earthly life, is revealed in the story.
The split of rural space into two campsthe sober and the drunk (that conditionally resembles hell and heaven), where "on the one side they plow, but they don't care what happens on the other" (Tarkovsky, 2014: 252) , where one side survives due to another, is explained by the destruction of tradition and former lifestyle. And
Grandma, who is on the line of the split (right in the section) faces the sinful half of humanity;
watching their sufferings, she suffers even more.
And in this sense, the "the road of sorrows" is will not come back to the woman, I will stay at Pavlik's, and then I will build a log house" (Tarkovsky, 2014: 10) .
The crisis of traditionalism, traced in the iconic texts by Tarkovsky "He looked like a blind lyre or psaltery player, who came from a depthless antiquity to sing for and to mourn our foolish time" (Tarkovsky, 2014: 116) . "The cry" of the fool-for-Christ (in the course of the heart to heart talk of the characters, and Van'ka refuses the money for his work on the house construction) becomes an atonement.
"Foundation" will become an iconic work for the writer, in the image of an intellectual Fedor 
